2000 ford taurus vacuum hose diagrams

Ford motor company ford taurus owner's guide pages. Refer to Wiring Diagrams Cell for
schematic and connector information. Always exit the self-test before powering the system
down system turned off. Intermittent DTCs will be deleted after 80 ignition switch ON cycles
after the intermittent condition occurs. The blower motor does not operateâ€” Open fuse.
Blower motor Function selector switch 19B Blower motor relay 14B TEST the system for normal
operation. Refer to A1. GO to A Measure the GO to A GO to B4. Is the voltage greater than 10
volts? Does the RCC perform and display any functions? Is manifold vacuum present at the
open port on the vacuum check valve? GO to H9. Can a vacuum be pulled on the function
selector switch vacuum source line? Connect a vacuum pump to the affected vacuum control
motor. Apply 51 kPa 15 in-Hg of vacuum. With the vacuum pump connected to the vacuum
reservoir line, leak test the vacuum reservoir. TEST the system for normal Leak test the vacuum
control motor line using the vacuum pump. Is the air inlet door or air inlet door linkage broken,
binding or otherwise REPAIR the air inlet door or air inlet door linkage as needed. GO to K2.
Remove the climate control assembly. Refer to Section GO to K Disconnect: Function Selector
Switch Cb. Ignition ON. GO to L8. Measure the resistance between the blend door actuator C pin
8, circuit 57 BK and ground. GO to M3. GO to M7. Remove the actuator. Section Is the resistance
less than 5 ohms? GO to N8. GO to O GO to P2. Disconnect: Blower Motor Switch Ca. Without
disconnecting the blower motor speed control Ca from the blower motor speed control, use a
fused GO to R5. Disconnect: Blower Motor C GO to U4. Check to see that the engine coolant is
at the correct level. Start the engine and turn on the heater. Connect the yellow hose to a known
good vacuum pump. This manual is also suitable for: Sable Print page 1 Print document 47
pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload
from disk. Upload from URL. We will provide you with the basic free Vacuum diagrams in an
email that can be viewed, saved or printed for future use. Basic Automotive Vacuum diagrams
are available free for domestic and Asian vehicles. Some European Vacuum diagrams are
available also. Once you get your Free Vacuum Diagrams, then what do you do with it. You still
need to fix the problem that led you here in the first place right? There are many different ways
to look at fixing a vacuum problem but we will stick with the easiest way. First , find the problem
area on the Vacuum diagram. Highlight the individual area. Trace the Vacuum till you can see
where a problem may have taken place. Eliminate each portion of the diagram in sections until
you find the leak in the Vacuum. This makes knowing where to check connections easy with an
automotive Vacuum diagram. This is possibly the most critical step of diagnosis. A detailed
examination of all connectors, wiring and vacuum hoses can often lead to a repair without
further diagnosis. Performance of this step relies on the skill of the technician performing it; a
careful inspector will check the undersides of hoses as well as the integrity of hard-to-reach
hoses blocked by the air cleaner or other components. Wiring should be checked carefully for
any sign of strain, burning, crimping or terminal pull-out from a connector. Checking
connectors at components or in harnesses is required; usually, pushing them together will
reveal a loose fit. Pay particular attention to ground circuits, making sure they are not loose or
corroded. Remember to inspect connectors and hose fittings at components not mounted on
the engine, such as the evaporative canister or relays mounted on the fender aprons. Any
component or wiring in the vicinity of a fluid leak or spillage should be given extra attention
during inspection. Additionally, inspect maintenance items such as belt condition and tension,
battery charge and condition and the radiator cap carefully. Any of these very simple items may
affect the system enough to set a fault. Free vehicle specific vacuum diagrams available upon
request. Please search first. Vacuum Diagrams This is not an automated service. Each Diagram
that is requested has to be hand selected and sent. As this is a free service it receives an
overwhelming amount of requests and may take up to a week or longer for a response. Just
submit a request for the Vacuum diagram you want. Please be specific on what area of the
vehicle you need a free Vacuum diagram for. The images are in ". This will insure the ability to
read the free Vacuum diagrams with ease. Adobe Acrobat Reader is available as a free
download at Adobe. To Submit a request for basic free Vacuum diagrams Here. Diagnosis and
Testing: Visual Inspection This is possibly the most critical step of diagnosis. I need a vacuum
hose diagram for ford contour 2. Do you. Here is the diagrams you have requested the engine
vacuum line routing. Check out the diagrams Below. Please let us know if you need anything
else to get the problem fixed. Image Click to enlarge. Was this answer. I somehow managed to
break the vacuum hose coming off the brake power booster. I can't find the place it connects to.
Any help would be appreciated. Thank You Was this answer. The vacuum line goes to the intake
manifold near the rear. Here is a vacuum routing diagram so you can see. Check out the
diagrams Below Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Cheers
Image Click to enlarge. Thank you for the diagram, but I still can't tell where the vacuum line off
the power booster goes to. I don't see any places around or under the intake to connect to.

There is only one port big enough for the brake booster hose. Look toward the rear of the intake
manifold. My power booster vacuum hose came off and I don't know where it goes back at. Not
off the brake booster itself but wherever it connects too. Can you help me out and also if you
have a diagram can you forward it to me please. Thank You. We dont' really have a diagram this
is about as close to get to it. It shold be a fairly large pipe same size as hose on intake manifold.
Need an engine vacuum line diagram for a ford contour gl Was this answer. Hello, Here is the
engine vacuum line diagrams for both 4 and 6 cylinder engines. Cheers Images Click to enlarge.
Where does the brake booster vacuum line connect to the intake, mine is broke at that end and I
dont know where it goes. Look under the hood for the emissions sticker. It will show that hose.
You will also have a real noticeable vacuum leak that should be easy to locate. Ford used to use
a big black plastic vacuum tee in the middle of the firewall. Here is a diagram below. Please
login or register to post a reply. Related Vacuum Hose Diagram Content. Fuel Pump Wiring Inertia Switch? Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Hey folks i have a explorer 40
sohc vin ei just rebuilt the motor and need a diagram for the vacuum and plug ins just to make
sure i have them right. They are still adding to that section but it does hv diagrams for ford
trucks. One hose goes to the egr valve and the other goes to a splitter that eventually connects
to the manifold vacuum. Is there a vacuum line going to the transmission on a ford explorer. A
couple questions for you. Pcv vacuum leak Check with a service dealer or accredited
transmission shop to find the hose or unit. Ford explorer 4 0l sohc rough idle part 2 vacuum
leak hunting duration. Most automatics use a vacuum actuator to assist the tcm in selecting the
gear ratio required. The globe under the air filter enclosure is a vacuum reservoir. It used to run
under 1. Ford explorer 4 0l sohc rough idle part 2 vacuum leak hunting aj pierce. Low fuel
economy diagnosis ford explorer. Thanks for youe help. Past few weeks has been running at 2
25 rpms my ford explorer in the past few weeks has been running at 2 25 rpms. The free end
goes to a connector. Click on repair guides and then your yr make model info. Find your
vacuum diagram free at autozonecom. How to fix a rough idle on ford explorer. The other hose
in the connector goes to a splitter that eventually connects to the manifold vacuum. Hefrt jpg
mustang vacuum diagram air conditioning ford ranger wiper wiring diagram windshield for 10 i
need a vacuum hose diagram 11 23 7 09 50 pm jpg ford ranger wiper wiring diagram windshield
for Oldsmobile Vacuum Diagram. Ford Explorer px Image 9. Post a Comment. Share this post.
Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan
Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy
Disclaimer. Broken vacuum line next to yellow line for heater door. I had a garage do some
engine work in the summer and have not needed to use the heater until now. Switching from
defrost to any other setting besides OFF makes no difference. The door position does not
change. During a visual inspection, I noticed the yellow vacuum line very tiny plastic line was
intact but there apparently used to be a black line next to it under the hood near the passenger
side upper firewall. I cannot find where that line comes from. And I am assuming it is part of the
problem. Where does it go? I looked all over the firewall but don't see the other end of it
hanging anywhere. And could it be the problem? I am an engineer, not a car expert. Please let
me know because otherwise it is going to be a cold winter. I cannot afford an expensive repair,
which is why I still have a 14 year old car that needs to last until the Spring. Do you. There's a
vacuum hose routing diagram under the hood that will show that hose. Ford typically used a
black can about the size of a large tomato juice can mounted on an inner fender for a vacuum
storage tank. A vacuum hose goes from that can to a plastic tree on the firewall, and another
hose goes through the firewall to the heater control switch. Most systems are spring-loaded to
go to defrost mode as a safety measure when there's a problem with the vacuum source. Your
feet might freeze but your windshield will be clear. Was this answer. Please login or register to
post a reply. Related Vacuum Hose Diagram Content. Asked by Paul. How Can I Find This
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Normally a Ford Taurus runs smoothly, but a
vacuum leak can cause problems with the operation of the engine. A vacuum leak is any
opening in the engine block that allows air to come into the engine. The introduction of an
uncontrolled source of air will cause several symptoms to manifest in a Taurus. The computer
on a Ford Taurus regulates how much air comes into the engine via the throttle body. If there is
a vacuum leak, air is entering the engine through another source, which will cause the car to
idle at a higher RPM than normal. Idling will not be normal on a Taurus with a vacuum leak. The
engine will run roughly while the car is waiting at stop lights or in the driveway. The engine's
RPMs will fluctuate as the car idles, going up and down repeatedly. If the vacuum leak is severe
enough, the Taurus can even stall out while idling, requiring the driver to depress the
accelerator slightly to keep the car running during idling. A Taurus with a vacuum leak will not
accelerate normally. The car will hesitate or sputter when the accelerator is depressed. The car
may even stall out completely during acceleration, which puts the driver and occupants in a

dangerous situation. New car petrol engines image by Christopher Dodge from Fotolia.
Acceleration Issues A Taurus with a vacuum leak will not accelerate normally. Welcome, Guest.
Please login or register. Vacum diagram for Ford Taurus. I Have a vacum leak on my wife's
Taurus and need a diagram. It is a with a 3. It has a nipple for a vacum hose on the intake where
the throttle body attaches but there isn't any vacum line attached and it is sucking air I found a
vacum line close by that was opened but it won't connect to the nipple. The nipple size is
roughly the size of a pencil but the hose is only the size of a pencil lead. The line is too short to
connect to the nipple I'm thinking there is some type of 90 degree adapter that goes on to
connect the two. Any help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks Steve. Re: Vacum diagram for
Ford Taurus. JPG The right to be stupid is inalienable for sure however, there is no such thing
as a right to impose stupidity onto others Great Thoughts will Overwhelm a Feeble Mind There
is never money to do it right, but there's always money to do it over. Knowledge based on
external evidence is unreliable. He, who doesn't ask, does not deserve an answer. A mind is like
a parachute it only works when it is open. Albert Einstein Tuning on a Dyno for the track, is like
swim practice in a bathtub. I can explain it for you, but I can't understand it for you. Torruella
Ignorance is bliss, but stupidity is orgasmic. Fraud and falsehood only dread examination. Truth
invites it. Samuel Johnson The chaotic resistance of the opponents leads to the conclusion that
they are not prepared to meet the challenge. The problem is already much more psychological
then technological. Crowds are reactionary and barbaric. Jason The person who says it cannot
be done should not interrupt the person doing it. Thanks for your response Joel. I went to every
part store in town and no one has an
mercedes rear wheel bearing replacement
toyota venza repair manual
98 jeep cherokee fuel pump wiring diagram
ything that will work. I took another look and on the left side of the motor passenger side
looking from the front there is some kind of sensor that connects to the intake. It has an
electrical connector and two vacum ports. I can't take a picture of it because my daughter has
the digital camera. Reads like the EGR regulator solenoid Thanks Joel, I just need to find
something close to make it work. Damn part stores are worthless most of the time. I found some
elbos but none that will fit on the manifold side. Stroked Small Block Offline Posts: There is a
large rubber 90 deg. Otherwise you will have to make you own adapter. Those rubber 90s get
soft and swell and fall right off, we fix them all the time. I just wanted to post an update. It's not
real pretty but it seems to be working. Hopefully it will last a while. I just wanted to say thanks to
Joel and Adam for their help. Add your location information to your personal profile. Search:
Advanced search. Pages: [ 1 ]. Powered by SMF 1.

